GOLDBLUM BUTTERFLY EFFECT

Ultra-Compact Butterfly Effect Pedal with Revolutionary Flutterby Algorithm and All-Analog Butterfly Attached

- First-ever butterfly effect fits on any pedal board and is completely unpredictable
- Revolutionary Flutterby algorithm based on chaos theory provides excitingly unpredictable tones
- All-analog high quality circuitry keeps butterfly responsive and warm
- Dynamically interacts with reality in any way imaginable for the ultimate tone thrill
- Sturdy die-cast metal case designed for life on the road
- Ultra-frail butterfly designed for life sipping nectar from flowers
- True flutter bypass allows optimum clarity and zero high-end loss when the pedal is off
- Theoretically supports all TonePrints for a truly versatile multi-effect
- Beam cool artist presets and signature tones into your pedal with the free TonePrint App
- Analog-Dry-Through maintains total integrity of analog dry signal path even when butterfly effect is engaged
- Extra-small enclosure easily fits on any pedal board
- Works flawlessly with guitar and FX loops

Listening to artists like Jimi Hendrix, Jeff Beck or Jack White, you sometimes get the feeling that they’re balancing on a knife’s edge with pure luck on one side and total dissonant chaos on the other side.

But when they get it right, the results are nothing short of amazing.

Their secret is as obvious as it is mercurial: It’s about taking chances.

When you’re playing live on stage, you never know what’s going to happen.

GOLDBLUM takes this simple circumstance one step further and gives you the awesome power of inspiration that is coincidence, right at your feet!

No Knobs – No Worries

Early developmental stages of GOLDBLUM had three knobs but it was impossible to determine what they were actually controlling. Hence, we removed them. This allows you to focus entirely on playing your guitar and bearing witness to the warm, natural order coincidence supplied by GOLDBLUM.

*Warranty details can be found at musictri.be.*
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**GOLDBLUM BUTTERFLY EFFECT**

**Divide and Conquer**
GOLDBLUM's ingenious main circuit is constructed in such a way that the footswitch triggers a certain mechanism that then sets in motion a cascading stage of completely uncertain events. This means that although the footswitch is operating from a principle of certainty, the audio processing circuit is isolated and responds totally unpredictably. We call this Flutterby.

**Flutterby**
The highly-advanced Flutterby algorithm tracks tiny imperfections in your tone, microscopic even, and calculates a completely unpredictable string of events that will happen somewhere, anywhere, and perhaps nowhere in the known or unknown universe.

**Harvested By Hand**
Our engineers were so preoccupied with whether they could, that they didn't stop to think whether they should and so, in our quest for the perfect tone, we've killed and sampled around 10,000 butterflies, many of them endangered and now on the verge of extinction. We are afraid if we do not kill more, we will never achieve the perfect tone.
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Inspiration In A Box
Instead of the usual suspects of overdrive, wah-wah, modulation or delay, you could actually put some excitement back in your playing. By infusing your tone with a bit of uncertainty you are opening up possibilities for the truly original musical performance.

Tone Finds A Way
It is almost certain that Goldblum will alter your tone in highly unpredictable ways, but there is always the off chance that it might do something entirely predictable. However, since you are already expecting something completely random, the sudden materialization of an expected outcome is, in and of itself, unexpected.

While Supplies Last
We’re still working hard on securing the supply line of butterflies. They have proven to be extremely limited in number so don’t wait too long before you pull the trigger on this one – there are only so many of these beautiful, rare creatures out there. So get yours before our butterfly harvesting operation gets shut down by CITES like they did with rosewood!
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Built Very, Very Delicately
The feeble nature of butterflies has challenged our production standards. And given the theoretical implications of coincidental happenstance, we are not able to provide any kind of warranty whatsoever. The only thing that we will guarantee is that nothing in life is certain.

You Are Covered
We always strive to provide the best possible Customer Experience. Our products are made in our own MUSIC Tribe factory using state-of-the-art automation, enhanced production workflows and quality assurance labs with the most sophisticated test equipment available in the world. As a result, we have one of the lowest product failure rates in the industry, and we confidently back it up with a generous Warranty program.
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